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The “Space Weather Chain”
starts from the Sun and ends
at GIC problems and their
mitigation. 	
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GIC in technological systems

Problems in systems due to GIC
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Principle of GIC in technological conductor networks	

	

	


*Solar Activity => Space Weather Event	

	

	

	

	

=> Geomagnetic Disturbance	

	


*Time Variation of Geomagnetic Field => Geoelectric Field	

	

(Faradayʼs Law of Induction)	

	

*Geoelectric Field => Currents in Conductors	

	

(Ohmʼs Law)	
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Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC)	

	

	


can flow in	

	

-electric power transmission networks	

-oil and gas pipelines	

-telecommunication cables	

-railway circuits	

-other large-scale conductors	
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Countries with GIC observations and/or research	

(not necessarily with GIC problems)	

Argentina	

Australia	

Brazil	

Canada	

China	

Czech Republic	
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Japan	

Kenya	
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New Zealand	

Nigeria	

Norway	

Russia	

South Africa	

Spain	

Sweden	

United Kingdom	

Uruguay	

USA	

Vietnam	

…	
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Effects of GIC on Power Transmission Systems	

*Saturation of transformers, which may lead to:	

-Production of harmonics	

-Relay trippings	

-Increased reactive power demands	

-Voltage fluctuations	

-Unbalanced network, even a collapse	

-Magnetic stray fluxes in transformers	

-Vibration and audible noise in transformers	

-Hot spots in transformers, even permanent damage	

	

*Evidence

also exists that GIC may be a
contributing factor to problems where the actual
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cause is something else. 	


Québec blackout -- March 13, 1989	

	

ü The disturbance started at 2:45 am Local Time.	

ü Within about 1.5 minutes the entire network collapsed.	

ü After 9 hours 17 % of the load was still out of service.	

ü Six million people without electricity for several hours	

ü Costs to Hydro-Québec:	

• Damage to equipment: 6.5 million CAD	

• Total: 13.2 million CAD	


ü All direct and indirect costs: 6 billion CAD (?)	


Malmö blackout -- October 30, 2003	

	

ü Power system blackout in the city of Malmö, southern
Sweden, at 20:07 UT	

ü About 50000 customers without electricity for 20-50 minutes	
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Calculation of GIC	

in a Technological Network	

Includes Two Parts	

	

	


1.) “Geophysical Part”	

•determination of the horizontal geoelectric field at the 	

	

	

	

Earthʼs surface	

	

-input = ground conductivity + geomagnetic data (or
	

	

	

	

ionospheric-magnetospheric current data)	


	

2.) “Engineering Part”	

•determination of GIC	

	

-dc calculation (due to low frequencies compared to 50/60 Hz) 	

	

-input = network topology and resistances + geoelectric data	
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Principle of the flow of GIC in a three-phase power network:	

	

geoelectric field ==> geovoltages ==> GIC	


Besides the geoelectric field, modelling of GIC requires knowledge or
assumptions of the configuration and resistances of the network.	
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---GIC are dc currents from the viewpoint of a 50/60 Hz power system!!
	


EURISGIC	

European Prototype	

High-Voltage Power Network Model	
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Engineering Part (for a power network)	

In addition to the knowledge of the horizontal geoelectric field
impacting the network, we need to have:	

	

Power Network Data	

	

--Coordinates of the stations	

	

--Total earthing resistances:	

	

transformer resistance + station earthing resistance	

	

+ resistance of possible neutral point reactor or resistor	

	

--Transmission line resistances	

	

--Network topology and configuration (locations of the lines)	

	

--Precise information of the connections at the stations	

	

(autotransformers etc)	

	

--Information of possible series capacitors	
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!!-Three parallel phases can be handled as a single circuit element-!!	


Engineering Part (for a power grid)	

	

•
•
•

GIC phenomena are so slow that a dc treatment is acceptable (at least as
the first approximation).	

Different calculation techniques based on electric circuit theory (Ohmʼs
law, Kirchhoffʼs laws) have been presented.	

In principle, all techniques are equivalent and lead to the same GIC
values.	


	

-Mesh Impedance Matrix Method (MIM)	

	

-developed for load flow calculations	

	

-network considered as a mesh of loops	

-Nodal Admittance Matrix Method (NAM)	

	

-developed for load flow calculations	

	

-network considered as nodes connected together and to ground	

-”Lehtinen-Pirjola” Method (LP)	

	

-developed directly for GIC calculations in Finland in the 1980ʼs	

	

-basically the same as NAM but somewhat more general	
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Engineering Part (for a power grid)	

	

Geovoltage Umn affecting the transmission line L between
substations m and n is the line integral of the geoelectric field E
along L:	

n
	


U mn =

!

L

E " dl

m

**In general, E is rotational. Thus, no “(geo)potential” or “Earth
surface potential” or “potential difference” exists, and the line
integral of E depends on the integration path L.	

**The voltage sources Umn creating GIC should be understood to be
located in the transmission lines.	

	

Both the first (scalar potential) term

E=!"#! $A
$t

and the second (vector potential) term
are important contributions to E.	
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•
•
•
•

Calculated |GIC| at five 400 kV substations in Finland	

Source: electrojet above the Finnish 400 kV network 	

(a): Correct calculation of geovoltages	

(b): Incorrect calculation of geovoltages using “Earth
surface potential” with potential zero point at HUU	

• (c): Incorrect calculation of geovoltages using “Earth
surface potential” with potential zero point at PIR	
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LP Method	

	

Basic formula for GIC in an N-node network:	

!1

I e = (1 + Yn Z e ) J e
Ie = N×1 matrix of GIC into the Earth at the nodes	

1 = N×N unit matrix	

Yn = N×N network admittance matrix determined by line resistances	

Ze = N×N earthing impedance matrix affected by earthing resistances 	

Je = N×1 matrix involving the effect of geovoltages	

- A formula for GIC in the transmission lines can also easily be written but it is
less important in practice.	

- Treatment of autotransformers and consideration of two voltage levels at a
station require special care.	

- The Engineering Part formulas are also valid for spherical-Earth geometry,
whose application may become necessary when the geographical size of the
network is in the order of 1000 km or more.	
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“World-record” GIC in a Swedish 400 kV neutral	

on April 6, 2000	

	

(almost) 300 A, i.e. 100 A per phase	

	

Blue = Measured, Red = Modelled	
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• The largest GIC measured in Finland is (-)201 A, i.e. 67 A per phase, as
a one-minute mean value in the Rauma 400 kV transformer neutral.	

• The “world- record” GIC (to my knowledge) is about 300 A in a 400
20	
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kV transformer neutral in Sweden on April 6, 2000.	


EURISGIC	

Largest GIC in Europe in 1996-2008	

riskmap_snapshot.png (PNG-kuva, 605 ! 772 kuvapistettä) - ...

http://space.fmi.fi/~viljanea/riskmap_snapshot.png

Three-phase |GIC|	

values:	

	

Max = about 400A	

(in Norway)	

	

Great Britain:	

Max = about 100 A	

	

Central Europe:	

Max = about 50 A	

	

Most maxima occurred	

during the Halloween	

Storm in 2003	
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Southern Swedish 400 kV Power Network	
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Important fact about GIC that sometimes causes confusion
(1)	

	

Similarly to geomagnetic storms, the occurrence of significant GIC
events statistically follows the eleven-year sunspot cycle.	

But large GIC may occur at any time, even during sunspot minima.	
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Important fact about GIC that sometimes causes confusion
(2)	

Geomagnetic storms are more intense and more frequent at high
(geomagnetic) latitudes increasing the GIC problem in those areas,
but GIC magnitudes also depend on the resistances and
configuration of the network. Moreover, the vulnerability of a
network due to GIC depends on many technical matters.	

This means that GIC may affect networks harmfully at mid-to-low
latitudes, too.	
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Important fact about GIC that sometimes causes confusion
(3)	

When analysing an extensive data set, the direction of the
geoelectric field is slightly more east-west than north-south oriented,
but large north-south geoelectric fields may occur as well. Thus
large GIC can be induced in a transmission line having any
direction. Moreover, GIC flowing through a transformer is generally
the sum of GIC induced in several transmission lines having
different directions. 	

This means that we should not or need not think about the directions
of transmission lines when evaluating the possibility of GIC problems. 	
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

• Geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) in electric power
transmission grids (and in other conductor networks) are the
ground manifestation of space weather.	

• GIC are driven by the geoelectric field induced by
geomagnetic variations following Faraday’s law of induction.	

• Calculation of GIC in electric power transmission grids (and
in other conductor networks) is based on Kirchhoff’s and
Ohm’s law and is thus in principle simple circuit theory.	

• However, complications arise from the large number of lines
and transformers in a real high-voltage power system and
from the complex connections at the substations containing
autotransformers and full-winding transformers.	

• GIC are (quasi-)dc currents from the viewpoint of a power
system operating at the 50 or 60 Hz frequency, so GIC
modelling is a dc problem (at least as the first approximation).	
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